Recent work has found that the metal-poor star HD 94028 shows interesting abundance features. The s-process material (e.g., Ba, La, Ce, and Pb) and r-process material (e.g., Eu, Os, Pt) are mildly overabundant while the element C is not enhanced. However, the observed supersolar ratio [As/Ge](= 0.99±0.23) and subsolar ratio [Se/As](= −0.16±0.22) could not be fitted by the combination of s-and r-process abundances. In this work, adopting the abundance decomposition method, we investigate the astrophysical origins of the elements in this star. We find that the primary process of massive stars dominates the production of the light elements and iron-group elements. The lighter neutron-capture elements from Ge to Te mainly come from the weak r-process. The elements from Ba to Pb are synthesized dominantly by the main s-and main r-process. The observed abundance features of Ge, As, and Se in HD 94028 are mainly produced by the weak r-process, which possesses the features of the supersolar ratio [As/Ge] and subsolar ratio [Se/As]. Because Ge is not synthesized solely by the neutron-capture process, As should be the lightest neutron-capture element. Although the i-process has been suggested in several astrophysical environments, it should be superfluous to explaining the abundances of the lighter neutron-capture elements in HD 94028.
INTRODUCTION
Elements beyond the iron group elements are mainly produced through the slow (s) and rapid (r) neutron-capture processes. The s-process consists of two subcomponents. The weak s-process produces the light neutron-capture elements below A = 90 and takes place in the core He-burning and shell C-burning phases of the massive stars (Woosley et al. 2002; Travaglio et al. 2004; Pignatari et al. 2010; Käppeler et al. 2011; Pumo 2012 ). The main s-process generally produces the elements in the mass number region 88 < A < 208 (Arlandini et al. 1999 ) and takes place in asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars with low to intermediate mass (Gallino et al. 1998; Busso et al. 1999; Bisterzo et al. 2011) . Based on the s-process calculations, Arlandini et al. (1999) obtained the r-process abundances using the residual method. The r-process also consists of two subcomponents. The weak r-process, which is also called "lighter element primary process" (Travaglio et al. 2004) , can produce the light neutron-capture elements with mass number A < 130 and probably takes place in Type II supernovae (SNe II) with the progenitors of M 10M ⊙ (Travaglio et al. 2004; Ishimaru et al. 2005; Qian & Wasserburg 2007; Arcones & Bliss 2014; Pignatari et al. 2016 ). The main r-process produces both light and heavy neutron-capture elements. The exact site (or sites) of the main r-process is (or are) still not identified (Sneden et al. 2008; Thielemann et al. 2011 ). Low-mass SNe (Wheeler et al. 1998; Travaglio et al. 1999; Qian & Wasserburg 2007; Bisterzo et al. 2017 ) and the neutron star mergers (NSMs) (Lattimer & Schramm 1974; Eichler et al. 1989; Freiburghaus et al. 1999 ) have received attention for many years. Based on calculations of the Galactic chemical evolution, Matteucci et al. (2014) found that NSMs could account for the entire Eu production in the Galaxy if the neutron star binaries merge within 1 Myr. According to the abundance correlations of presented in section 2. The discussion of the abundance features is contained in section 3, and our conclusions are given in section 4.
MODEL AND CALCULATIONS
The chemical elements in the metal-poor stars should originate from multiple nucleosynthetic mechanisms (Travaglio et al. 1999 (Travaglio et al. , 2004 Roederer et al. 2010) . In order to explain the r-process abundances of the metal-poor stars, Qian & Wasserburg (2001) suggested that there are two nucleosynthetic events: the high-frequency events (H events) and the low-frequency events (L events). The H events mainly produce heavy r-elements (A > 130) and the L events mainly produce Fe and light r-elements (A ≤ 130). By assuming that only two nucleosynthesis processes (the H and L events) dominate the production of the neutron-capture elements in the metal-poor stars, Hansen et al. (2014) found that the abundance patterns of the two processes are robust within the attributed uncertainties, and that the abundance patterns of most metal-poor stars can be successfully fitted by a linear superposition of the two processes. Our primary goal is to analyze the astrophysical origins of elements from O to Pb in HD 94028 and study the abundance features of this star. The abundance of the ith element in HD 94028 can be decomposed according to the following five-parametric model (Li et al. 2013b) :
where N i,r,m , N i,pri , N i,s,m , N i,sec and N i,Ia represent the scaled component abundances of the main r-, primary, main s-, and secondary processes, and SNe Ia, respectively. C r,m , C pri , C s,m , C sec and C Ia are the superposition coefficients. Using the equation (1) we can calculate the abundance originating from each process. The scaled abundances of the SNe Ia are taken from Timmers et al. (1995) , in which the scaled abundances of Fe, Ni, Cu, and Zn are updated from the SNe Ia yields presented by Ohkubo T. et al. (2006) . The component abundances of the main r-and primary processes are taken from Li et al. (2013a) . The primary elements consist of the primary light elements and weak r-process elements, since these elements are ejected from massive stars. The Ge component abundances are adopted from Niu et al. (2014) .
Based on an analysis of the metallicity-dependent yields of the low-mass AGB stars, Busso et al. (2001) suggested that the ratio [Pb/hs] would be larger than 1.0 with [Fe/H] −1.3, where hs represents the heavy s-process elements. Three lead stars (HD 187861, HD 224959 and HD 196944) have been found (Van Eck et al. 2001) . Meanwhile, two s-enhanced metal-poor stars with [Pb/Ce] < 0.4, which cannot be considered as lead stars, have been reported (Aoki et al. 2001) . Observationally, the ratio [Pb/hs] for the s-rich metal-poor stars shows a large spread (Aoki et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 2003; Lucatello et al. 2003; Van Eck et al. 2003; Johnson & Bolte 2002 , 2004 Sivarani et al. 2004) . Straniero et al. (2006) suggested that a large spread of 13 C-pocket efficiencies is needed to account for the observed spreads of [Pb/hs] in s-rich and lead-rich stars. Bisterzo et al. (2010) calculated the abundances of the low-mass metal-poor AGB stars for different 13 C-pocket efficiencies, including the standard case (hereafter ST), ST/12, ST/45, and ST/75. In the ST case (Gallino et al. 1998) , low-mass AGB stars with a half metallicity of the solar system can exactly reproduce the main s-process abundances of the solar system (Arlandini et al. 1999) . On the basis of the abundance analysis of HD 94028, Roederer et al. (2016) found that the elements Ba and Pb are enhanced, which means that the natal cloud in which the star formed is polluted by the s-process material of lowmass AGB stars with low metallicity. In equation (1), the scaled abundances of N i,s,m are adopted from the s-process abundances of the 2.0 M ⊙ AGB model at [Fe/H] = −2.6 presented by Bisterzo et al. (2010) for case ST/18, since the ratio [Pb/Ba]= 0.44 of this case is close to the observed ratio [Pb/Ba]= 0.47. The C abundance is not included in our calculations, since the predictions of the ratio [C/Fe] are largely overestimated by AGB models . The lifetime of a 2.0 M ⊙ AGB star is about 1.2 Gyr (Karakas & Lattanzio 2014) . Because of the delay of the stellar lifetimes, the AGB star could pollute the natal cloud with metallicity [Fe/H]= -1.6, which is close to the metallicity of HD 94028.
The secondary elements consist of the secondary light elements and weak s-process elements, since these elements originate from massive stars (Li et al. 2013b ). The component abundances of the secondary process are taken from Li et al. (2013a) . Considering the secondary nature of the neutron source 22 N e(α, n) 25 M g, the yields of the weak s-process decrease approximately linearly with the decreasing metallicity (Mathews et al. 1992; Bisterzo et al. 2017) . Travaglio et al. (2004) suggested that the contribution of the weak s-process is very little for halo stars, and about 10% of the Sr abundance comes from the weak s-process in the solar system. However, considering the effect of rotation-induced mixing on the weak s-process, Frischknecht et al. (2012) calculated the weak s-process yields for a massive 25 M ⊙ massive star and reported that the primary production of 22 N e should occur in fast-rotating massive stars at very low metallicity and the weak s-process could contribute significantly to the production of elements up to Ba. Recently, Frischknecht et al. (2016) calculated the weak s-process yields for rotating and non-rotating massive stars with four metallicities (Z = Z ⊙ , 10 −3 , 10 −5 , and 10 −7 ). The calculated results imply that the yields of the weak s-process depend on the initial metallicity of the massive stars. In this work, the abundances of the weak s-process are adopted from two cases.
(i) Case A. Because of the secondary-like nature of the neutron source, the abundances of the weak s-process at solar metallicity should play an important role (Travaglio et al. 2004) . The abundances of the weak s-process are taken from Raiteri et al. (1993) , which presents the abundances of the weak s-process at the epoch of formation of the solar system.
(ii) Case B. Considering the metallicity-dependent yields, the abundances of the weak s-process of a non-rotating massive star with Z = 10 −3 calculated by Frischknecht et al. (2016) are adopted, since the metallicity [Fe/H] of HD 94028 is about -1.62.
Based on a study of the chemical compositions of extremely metal poor stars, Ishimaru et al. (2005) stated that the weak r-process yields are large for the light neutron-capture elements but decrease with increasing atomic mass. Honda et al. (2006) found that the abundances of the neutron-capture elements for the weak r-process star (i.e. HD 122563) decrease gradually with increasing atomic number, and they concluded that the decreasing trend is a key to investigating the characteristics of the weak r-process. Based on a comparison of the abundances of the weak r-process star with the abundances of the r-process in the solar system, Montes et al. (2007) found that the relative contributions of the weak r-process to the solar system abundances decrease with increasing atomic number. Using the iterative method, Li et al. (2013a) derived the two r-process abundances from the abundances of the weak r-process stars and the main r-process stars. They defined the 'percentage of weak r-process component' f r r,w (i.e., N i,r,w /(N i,r,m +N i,r,w )) to express the relative contributions of the weak r-process to the r-process abundances of the solar system and found that f r r,w decreases linearly with increasing atomic number. For neutron-capture elements, the average deviation of the contributed fractions from the linear relation is about 9%. For the element Ge, Niu et al. (2014) calculated the percentages contributed by the main r-process and the weak r-process and reported that f r r,w is about 91%. This result is in agreement with the linear relation and the deviation is about 4%. Furthermore, Hansen et al. (2014) and Niu et al. (2015) found that the abundance patterns and the decreasing trends of the weak r-process abundances vs. the atomic number are robust. In this work, using the decreasing relation, we estimate the abundances of the weak r-and main r-process for the elements As and Se, which are listed in Table 1 . For comparison, the corresponding r-process abundances in the solar system (Sneden et al. 2008 ) are also listed. Sneden et al. (2008) .
The five superposition coefficients in Equation (1) can be derived by comparing the calculated abundance N i,cal with the observed abundance N i,obs and seeking the smallest χ 2 which is calculated as
where ∆ log N i,obs is the observed uncertainty. Since thirty-eight elements are used in the calculations, thus K = 38. The value of K f ree is five, which means five superposition coefficients. All observed abundances of the star HD 94028 are taken from Roederer et al. (2016) . The abundances derived from neutral lines are adopted for the light neutron-capture elements Mo and Cd. For the best-fitting results, the value of χ 2 is 0.887 for case A and 0.938 for case B, respectively. The calculated superposition coefficients for case A are C r,m = 1.50, C pri = 3.90, C s,m = 1.84, C sec = 0.17, and C Ia = 0, respectively. For case B, these coefficients are C r,m = 1.49, C pri = 4.10, C s,m = 1.82, C sec = 0.13, and C Ia = 0, respectively. The coefficients C r,m , C pri , and C s,m are larger than 1.0, which means that the fractions contributed by the main r-, primary, and main s-process for HD 94028 are larger than those of the solar system. On the other hand, C sec is smaller than 1.0, which implies that the fraction contributed by the secondary process for this star is smaller than that of the solar system. The coefficient C Ia is 0, which is consistent with the prediction of Kobayashi et al. (1998) In order to study the astrophysical origins of each element in the sample star, Figures 3(a) and (b) show the calculated abundance ratios and components ratios. For comparison, the observed abundance ratios of HD 94028 are also shown. The left panels show that the origin of the light elements from O to Zn is dominantly ascribed to the primary process of the massive stars. For these elements, the contribution of the secondary process can be negligible, as the secondary yields of the massive stars decrease with decreasing metallicity. The right panels show that the origin of the heavy neutron-capture elements Ba, La, Ce, Nd, and Pb is dominantly ascribed to the low-mass metal-poor AGB stars. Furthermore, the origin of Eu, Dy, Lu, Os, and Pt is mainly ascribed to the main r-process. The astrophysical origins of the heavy neutron-capture elements from Eu to Pt have been analyzed by Roederer et al. (2016) . They concluded that the heavy rare-earth elements and third r-process peak mainly originate from the r-process. For the astrophysical origins of the heavy neutron-capture elements from Eu to Pt, our result is in agreement with their conclusion. Based on the abundance analysis of HD 94028, Roederer et al. (2016) (Bisterzo et al. 2010) . Assuming that the elements Ba and C in HD 94028 mainly originate from the metal-poor AGB star, we estimate the dilution factor of the s-process material of the AGB star. Firstly, the ratios [Ba/Fe] and [C/Fe] of the s-process material of the AGB star should be decrease by about 1.0 dex, since the metallicity of HD 94028 is higher than that of the AGB star by about 1.0 dex. Secondly, the ratio [Ba/Fe] of the s-process material decreased from 1.88 to 0.32 due to the dilution of the interstellar gas in which the star formed. In this case, the dilution factor of the s-process material of the AGB star is about 2.7%. The ratio [C/Fe] of the s-process material decreased to the solar ratio also due to the dilution of the interstellar gas. Adopting the observed upper limit of the ratio [C/Fe] as the constraint, the upper limit of the ratio [C/Fe] of the AGB star should be about 2.69, which is lower than the predicted ratio [C/Fe] about 1.37 dex. This result confirms the suggestion that [C/Fe] is largely overestimated by AGB models . Obviously, the observed low ratio [Ba/Fe] is due to the small dilution factor for the s-process material of the AGB star and this small dilution factor should be the astrophysical reason for the observed low ratio [C/Fe] in HD 94028.
Roederer (2012) Niu et al. (2014) studied the astrophysical origins of Ge element and found that it is not a 'pure' neutron-capture element. The increasing trend of [Ge/Fe] is partly due to the contribution of the secondary-like yields of the massive stars. Recently, Roederer et al. (2016) found that, compared to the solar system, the abundance ratio [As/Ge](=0.99 ± 0.23) is high but the ratio [Se/As](=−0.16 ± 0.22) is low in HD 94028. In this work, adopting the r-process abundances of Ge presented by Niu et al. (2014) and the r-process abundances of As and Se listed in Table 1 , we can see from the right panels of Figures 3(a) and (b) we can see that the Ge, As, and Se abundances in HD 94028 can be fitted within the observed uncertainties. For this star, the Ge abundances of the weak r-process are higher than those of the weak s-process and the secondary process. On the other hand, the panels show that the elements As and Se in HD 94028 dominantly come from the weak r-process. Note that the fitted results imply that the elements As and Se are the 'pure' neutron-capture elements. The observed flattened trend of [As/Fe] for the metal-poor stars also implies a constant As/Fe ratio for the ejecta of the SNe II. Because Fe dominantly comes from the primary-like yields of the massive stars, As should also be mainly ejected from the SNe II.
For the metal-poor stars, the average ratios of [As/Ge] and [Se/As] are about 0.9 and -0.1, respectively (Roederer 2012) . The ratio [As/Ge] of the r-process in the solar system is close to 0.18 (Sneden et al. 2008 ) and the ratio [As/Ge] is smaller than 0.0 for the AGB stars (Roederer et al. 2016 ). Because the ratios [As/Ge] of the r-process and s-process are lower than 0.2, Roederer et al. (2016) reported that all the calculated abundance ratios [As/Ge] with the combination of r-process and s-process yields are lower than the observed [As/Ge](=0.99 ± 0.23) in HD 94028. They suggested that the supersolar ratio [As/Ge] and the subsolar ratio [Se/As] are common features for the metalpoor stars. In this case, in order to fit the elemental abundances, an additional contribution from the i-process is suggested in order to fit the elemental abundances. They reported that, for the i-process, the abundance ratio [As/Ge] is supersolar and the ratio [Se/As] is subsolar, which is consistent with the abundance features of the metal-poor stars.
For HD 94028, the measured ratios [As/Ge] and [Se/As] are 0.99 ± 0.23 and −0.16 ± 0.22. The calculated ratios [As/Ge] and [Se/As] are 0.99 and -0.10 for case A (and 1.12 and -0.10 for case B). In order to explain the abundance features of Ge, As, and Se in detail, we define the component ratios of each process as
where k=r,m; r,w; s,m; s,w. Adopting the Ge abundances of the weak r-process and main r-process presented by Niu et al. (2014) and the As and Se abundances of the weak r-process and main r-process listed in (Raiteri et al. 1993) , and the weak s-component ratios are -0.31 and -0.15 for case B (Frischknecht et al. 2016) . It is important to note that it is only for the weak r-process that the component ratio [As/Ge] r,w is supersolar and the ratio [Se/As] r,w is subsolar.
Recalling that the observed ratio [As/Ge] is super-solar and the ratio [Se/As] is sub-solar, the weak r-process should be responsible for the observed abundance features of Ge, As, and Se in HD 94028. from Figures 1-4 we can see that the difference in the calculated results between case A and case B is small, since the contribution of the weak s-process to the lighter neutron-capture elements of HD 94028 is smaller than that of the weak r-process. (Frischknecht et al. 2016) . Figure 5 shows the component ratios [Zr/Ru] Because the calculations in this work are based on the measured abundances of HD 94028, the observed uncertainties should be contained in the component coefficients. In order to estimate the uncertainties of the coefficients, we take the coefficients C s,m and C r,m as examples. In this case, Ba and Eu are chosen as the representative elements for the main s-process and main r-process, since the coefficient C s,m is most sensitive to Ba abundance and C r,m is most sensitive to Eu abundance. Taking C pri = 3.90, C s,m = 1.84, C sec = 0.17, C Ia = 0, we calculate the abundance ratio [Eu/H] and reduced χ 2 as a function of C r,m and plot the ratio and χ 2 in Figure 6 (a). From Figure 6 (a) we find that the observed ratio [Eu/H] can be accounted for in the range of 0.98 < C r,m < 2.25. Using the same method, we can derive the abundance ratio [Ba/H] and χ 2 as a function of the coefficient C s,m and we show that in Figure 6 (b). From Figure 6 (b) we find that the observed ratio [Ba/H] can be accounted for in the range of 1.26 < C s,m < 2.62. Similarly, the ranges of other component coefficients can be derived: 2.57 < C pri < 6.48, 0 < C sec < 0.64, and 0 < C Ia < 0.34 for star HD 94028. Because the component coefficients are constrained by the observed abundances, the uncertainties of the component coefficients are closely related to the observed uncertainties. In this case, the calculated abundance uncertainties mainly result from the observed uncertainties. For simplicity, we adopt the average uncertainty of the observed abundances as the calculated uncertainties, which are about 0.20 dex.
In order to investigate the effect of the i-process on the abundances of the lighter neutron-capture elements in HD 94028, we use N i,int and C int to represent the component abundance and coefficient of the i-process. The contribution of the i-process to the abundances of the neutron-capture elements C int N i,int is added in Equation (1). The component abundance N i,int is adopted from Roederer et al. (2016) and scaled to the As abundance of the weak r-component. The calculated component coefficient of the i-process is C int = 0.21, which is about one order of magnitude smaller than that of the weak r-process. The range of the coefficient is 0 < C int < 1.26, in which the calculated As abundances fall within the observed limits of [As/H]. The calculated abundances of the combination of the s-, r-, and i-processes are shown in Figure 7 (a). We can see that, for the elements from Ge to Te, the abundances of the i-process are lower than those of the r-process, and the origin of the lighter neutron-capture elements is mainly ascribed to the r-process. For comparison, the calculated abundances of the combination of the s-and r-processes are shown in Figure 7 (b). In Figure 7 , the abundances of the weak s-and weak r-processes are included in each fit. From the figures we can see that the fitting result of the combined contributions of three processes (s-, r-, and i-processes) is close to that of the two processes (s-and r-processes) and that the contribution of the i-process has no substantial impact on the fitting result for the abundances of the lighter neutron-capture elements. The results imply that the elemental abundances of HD 94028 can be fitted by the combined contributions of the s-process and the r-process, and the additional contribution of the i-process should not be needed. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, adopting the multi-component abundance method, we study the elemental abundances and explore the astrophysical origins of the elements in the metal-poor star HD 94028. The calculations show that the elements from Eu to Pt mainly come from the main r-process, confirming the conclusion about the astrophysical origin of the heavier neutron-capture elements from Eu to Pt by Roederer et al. (2016) . Our results are listed as follows.
1. The average component coefficients of the main r-process, primary process, main s-process, secondary process, and SNe Ia are 1.50, 4.0, 1.83, 0.15, and 0, respectively. The results mean that the fractions contributed by the main r-, primary, and main s-processes to the elemental abundances of HD 94028 are larger than those of the solar system and the fraction contributed by the secondary process to the abundances of this star is smaller than that of the solar system. We also find that no contribution of SNe Ia to the abundances of this star, confirming the prediction by Kobayashi et al. (1998) that it was difficult for SNe Ia events to occur for the progenitors with [Fe/H] −1.0.
2. The lightest elements and iron group elements in the metal-poor star HD 94028 dominantly come from the primary process of the massive stars, and the contribution from the secondary process of the massive stars to these elements can be negligible.
3. For the star HD 94028, the elements from Ge to Te mainly come from the weak r-process. However, the heavy neutron-capture elements Ba, La, Ce, Nd, and Pb dominantly originate from the metal-poor low-mass AGB star (or stars). We find that, relative to the ST case, the lower 13 C-pocket efficiency (ST/18) presents a better fit to the elemental abundances of this star. The dilution factor for the s-process material of the AGB star is about 2.7%. Adopting the observed ratio [C/Fe] as the constraint, the upper limit of the ratio [C/Fe] of the AGB star would be about 2.69.
4. To explain the abundance features of Ge, As, and Se in HD 94028, we define the component ratios. For the ratio [As/Ge], the average component ratios of the weak r-, main r-, weak s-, and main s-processes are about 1.36, 1.31, -0.36, and -0.12, respectively. The observed ratio [As/Ge] is close to the ratio [As/Ge] r,w . The higher ratio [As/Ge] in HD 94028 is mainly due to the higher component ratio of the weak r-process.
